
 

 

GUIDE FOR THE INTERPRETATION  

OF THE SIMILARITY REPORT  

OF THE ANTIPLAGIAT SYSTEM 
 

Similarity Report: 

 

 facilitates the assessment of the independence of the examined text, 

 indicates the number of borrowed fragments and gives their source. 

 

I. Functionalities of the Similarity Report 

 generates Similarity Coefficients, which determine the percentage of borrowings found in the 

analyzed document; 

 marks the fragments identical to the texts found in the comparative databases, 

 presents 10 longest detected in the document borrowing in the form of a list of the longest 

fragments,  

 segregates the borrowings detected in the document according to similarity sources and 

comparative databases in which they were found (local university database, database of texts 

collected in the Database Exchange Program, the RefBooks database, the Database of Legal 

Acts (DLA) and global Internet resources), 

 allows distinguishing (by highlighting in blue) selected source of borrowings, 

 determines the degree of similarity to a specific similarity source expressed in: 

 number of words common to both texts,  

 number fragments in which it was presented in the analyzed text,  

 the percentage factor of similarity of the analyzed document to the source,  

 allows you to navigate through a document facilitating its analysis. 

 

 

 

 



 

II. Similarity Coefficients 

 determine in which percentage the document consists of fragments identical to those detected 

in other texts,  

 express the ratio of the number of words found in other texts to the total number of words in the 

examined document. 

 

 

The value of Similarity Coefficient 1 (SC1) determines what part of the documents contains phrase 

of 5 words or longer, found in the database of the university, database of Database Exchange 

Program, RefBooks database or Internet resources (excluding borrowings from legal acts found in 

the Database of Legal Acts). The Similarity Coefficient 1 is primarily used to examine the linguistic 

independence of the author of the documents. 

The value of Similarity Coefficient 2 (SC2) determines what part of the documents contains phrase 

of 25 words or longer found in the databases mentioned above (excluding Database of Legal Acts). 

Due to the length of the detected phrases, the Similarity Score 2 is a better tool for detecting 

unauthorized borrowings. 

Similarity Coefficient DLA (SC DLA) indicates the percentage of the analyzed document that is 

formed exclusively from phrases of 8 words or longer that are found in the Database of Legal Acts. 

 

 



 

III. Active list of similarities 

Active list of similarities allows for a quick analysis of the main sources of borrowings in the text 

and easy navigation on found marked fragments. 

 

 

The percentage value for a specific record in the list indicates what part of the analyzed documents 

is identical to the indicated source. 

The first list of similarities always contains the 10 longest fragments of the text found in other sources. 

This list may contain several fragments from one source. 

The other similarity lists are grouped by sources of similarity. Sources data are accompanied by 

summary statistics of similarity to the whole source, regardless of the number of fragments in which 

it is provided. 

The similarity lists may contain records in boldfolded characters. This means that at least one of their 

fragments has reached the minimum phrase length for Similarity Coefficient 2 (i.e. 25 words by 

default).  

In the case of a list of Internet sources, after clicking on the link to the page, a preview of the page 

with the identical fragments marked will open. 



 

 

IV. Alert 

Some editorial operations in the text may be aimed at distorting the results of the analysis Changes 

invisible to the person who reads the text on the printout or in the file affect the phrases verified 

during the antiplagiarism analysis of the text (through intentional spelling errors) in order to hide 

borrowings or reduce the results in the Similarity Report.  

Documents in which the Alert is identified are highlighted with a red exclamation mark 

on the document list. Statistics on the occurrence of the alert are included in the Similarity Report 

in the "Alerts" section.  

 

 Characters from a another alphabet (e.g. non-Latin) 

Characters from other alphabets may imitate letters from the alphabet specific to the document’s 

language, causing spelling errors in the text. 

 Spreads 

Increased distances between letters can imitate spaces, causing words joining together in the 

analyzed text. 

 Micro spaces 

Spaces of zero length between letters of words may cause incorrect division of words in the analyzed 

text. 

 White characters 

Characters with a white font color can replace spaces, causing words joining together in the 

analyzed text. 



 

 

 

TEXT WITH EDITORIAL OPERATIONS 
 

NON-FORMATTED TEXT  

Mikrospacje - spacje zerowej długości pomiędzy 
literami wyrazu 
 
Przyjęto zało żenie, iż atrakcyjność uzdro wiska 
kształtują elem enty infrast ruktury leczniczej, jakość 
i profesjo nalizm obsługi turysty i poziom usług 
przyrodo leczniczych. 
  
Rozstrzelenie – zwiększenie odległości pomiędzy 
literami 
 
Wdrażanie zasad idei trwałego 
zrównoważonego rozwoju może pozytywnie 
wpływać na polepszenie  wizerunku lokalnego 
rynku usług turystycznych,  promocję 
danego obszaru jako produktu turystycznego 
oraz rozwój różnych form turystyki, 
chociażby turystyki uzdrowiskowej.  
 
Białe znaki – znaki o białym kolorze czcionki 
 
Opisanoabariery funkcjonowania 
UzdrowiskaaSzczawnica S.A., główne problemy, 
metody lecznictwaauzdrowiskowego, 
klasyfikacjęauzdrowisk i…zakresa_usług. 
W,,,końcowymefragmencie-pracyaprzedstawiono 
wizję rozwoju uzdrowiska Szczawnica, jak również 
opisano perspektywy rozwoju uzdrowisk.  
 
Znaki z innego alfabetu –litery (najczęściej z cyrylicy 
np. а, о, р, с, у, і, ј) w miejscu ich wizualnych 
odpowiedników 
 
Autorka przeprоwаdziła аnalizę SWOT, którа 
pomоgła określіć słabe strony і рodkreśliła moсne 
stronу uzdrowiska. Zaрroponowano propozyсјe 

Mikrospacje - spacje zerowej długości pomiędzy 
literami wyrazu 
 
Przyjęto zało żenie, iż atrakcyjność uzdro wiska 
kształtują elem enty infrast ruktury leczniczej, 
jakość i profesjo nalizm obsługi turysty i poziom 
usług przyrodo leczniczych.  
 
Rozstrzelenie – zwiększenie odległości pomiędzy 
literami 
 
Wdrażaniezasad idei trwałego 
zrównoważonegorozwoju może pozytywnie 
wpływaćnapolepszenie wizerunku lokalnego  
rynku usług turystycznych, promocję 
danegoobszaru jako produktuturystycznego oraz 
rozwójróżnych form turystyki, 
chociażbyturystykiuzdrowiskowej.  
 
Białe znaki – znaki o białym kolorze czcionki 
 
Opisanoabariery funkcjonowania 
UzdrowiskaaSzczawnica S.A., główne problemy, 
metody lecznictwaauzdrowiskowego, 
klasyfikacjęauzdrowisk i…zakresa_usług. 
W,,,końcowymefragmencie-pracyaprzedstawiono 
wizję rozwoju uzdrowiska Szczawnica, jak również 
opisano perspektywy rozwoju uzdrowisk. 
 
Znaki z innego alfabetu –litery (najczęściej z cyrylicy 
np. а, о, р, с, у, і, ј) w miejscu ich wizualnych 
odpowiedników 
 
Autorka przeprоwаdziła аnalizę SWOT, którа 
pomоgła określіć słabe strony і рodkreśliła moсne 
stronу uzdrowiska. Zaрroponowano propozyсјe 



 

usprawnieniа działаlności badanego podmіotu z 
punktu widzeniа podnоszenia рozycјi rуnkowej 
Spółki. 

usprawnieniа działаlności badanego podmіotu z 
punktu widzeniа podnоszenia рozycјi rуnkowej 
Spółki. 

It should be assessed whether the highlighted alert appearances are justified text formatting  

(system hypersensitivity) or whether they are intentional manipulation. 

V. Similarity Report Content 

The fragments identified as similar have been marked in the Report in colors according to the legend 

of the origin labels of the borrowings. The fragments are accompanied by the numbers under which 

the sources in the similarity lists are located. 

 

 The colors appearing in the content of the Similarity report mean:  

 Green - fragments from the Internet resources,  

 Red - fragments from the home database and from the Database Exchange Program, 

Database Exchange Program - the Antiplagiat system option that allows access to the document 

databases of other institutions participating in the program, which allows the sources of anti-

plagiarism analysis to be expanded.  

Membership in the Database Exchange Program results from the provisions of the license 

agreement. If you are interested in joining the program, please contact the Customer Service 

Department in order to prepare an annex to the contract and obtain additional information. 

 Orange - fragments from the resources of the RefBooks database, 

RefBooks - a database of publications and texts from all fields of science and culture created by 

Plagiat.pl, constituting the basis for checks performed by the Antiplagiat system. It consists of many 

collections of texts made available by authors and publishers solely for the purpose of anti-

plagiarism analysis.  

Currently, it contains nearly 4 million tracks protected by copyright, mainly in Polish and English. 

Thanks to cooperation with the publishing houses of Wolters Kluwer SA, Termedia and Paperity.org, 

the database includes the latest books, comments and scientific articles made available both in the 

traditional model and on the basis of open licenses (the so-called Open Access) and the arxiv.org 

database. It also includes collections of texts by many smaller publishers and authors. 

 blue background color - fragments found in documents from the Database of Legal Acts 

(DLA),  

Analyzed texts are also compared with the Polish Legal Acts by Wolters Kluwer SA, which allows to 

distinguish them from other types of borrowings, because as normative acts are not protected by 

copyright. 

 



 

 

Two shades of green and red are used to distinguish the following fragments found in different 

sources or in the same source, but in other places. 

 Blue - fragments of the similarity source selected by the user (using functions located in the 

drop-down lists). 

 

a. Markings of phrases similar but not identical 

System marks phrases similar (but not identical) to the fragments from the found sources,  

i.e. phrases subjected to minor modifications such as: changing the order of words, adding or 

removing words, replacing single words with synonyms, by underlining them and displaying them in 

lighter shade of the font color. 

The original phrase is displayed in the Report after hovering the mouse over the modified fragment.  

 

 



 

VI. Additional functions 

On request may be included in the additional functionality of the Report: 

a. Quotes Coefficient 

Value of Quotes Coefficient (QC) indicates what part of the analyzed document has been included 

in quotes  (i.e. Begins and ends with „ ").  

It should be remembered that the system will only mark 

quotes correctly marked with the quotation marks. 

The system does not analyze the legitimacy of using 

fragments covered by the quotations. For this reason, quotes 

are not omitted during the antiplagiarism analysis. 

The Quotes Coefficient is ancillary and the mechanical nature 

of its calculation should be taken into account when 

analyzing the results of the report.  

 

 

b. Skipping the bibliography 

It is possible to start omitting the analysis of the bibliography contained in the work, provided that 

it was presented in the form of a numbered list beginning with the word "Bibliography". 

 

 

 

 

 



 

VII. Interpretation of the Similarity Report 

 

To make a precise interpretation of the Similarity Report, the following steps must be taken: 

 Determine the values for the similarity coefficients (it is considered suspicious if the first 

Similarity Coefficient exceeds 50% and if the second Similarity Coefficient exceeds 5%); 

 Examine the list "Longest Fragments Identified as Similar" (fragments which have a number 

of words bigger than 50 are considered suspicious, therefore they require a rigorous 

verification; if this kind of fragment exists, it must be found by using the link "Mark fragment" 

and to verify whether it is cited or not); 

 Scroll the lists "Documents Containing Similar Fragments", taking into account especially 

the documents containing fragments that exceed the Similarity Coefficient 2 (these are marked 

in bold). In the you have such documents, and especially if they are at the top of the list, 

you must use the link "Mark fragment" and verify whether they are short phrases scattered 

throughout the document (in this case we can consider them as coincidental borrowings) 

or long text fragments that are adjacent and separated only by short phrases (this kind of 

situation will arouse suspicion); 

   If any suspicions arise, the Similarity Report should be subjected to an accurate analysis, which 

is based, in addition to using the Similarity Report functions presented in paragraphs 1-3, 

on the exact analysis of the content of the document, taking into consideration the fragments 

that were discovered by the system in other texts. 

 

VIII. Basic information about the interpretation of the Similarity Report 

 

System Antyplagiat is a tool for verifying the originality of checked documents. Its purpose is to 

determine the exact proportion of the possible similarities of the verified text in comparison to the 

content of the databases and the Internet.  

The system provides the above information, allowing an independent assessment on the legitimacy 

of borrowings found in the verified document. The purpose of the system is not to declare if the text 

was written independently or not, but to provide the needed materials in order to form an opinion 

regarding its originality. Therefore, the Similarity Report should always be examined by a competent 

person. In particular, a document must not be assessed based solely of the percentages 

of the Similarity Coefficients. It is necessary to check the documents content - if quotations 

are marked and if they come from documents listed under references. 

System Antyplagiat does not determine which document was created first - the one analyzed by 

the system or the one found that is considered source. In case of doubts, the user can not establish, 

solely based on the Similarity Report, which of the documents is the original and which was copied. 

This conclusion can only result from a detailed analysis of both documents. 

Due to the methods used to analyze similarities, the system will also detect certain phrases 

that are often used, such as: "As I have mentioned before" or "We are able to conclude that". 

However, the number of such phrases in the group of borrowings and their impact on the percentage 

similitude coefficient value should not exceed 50%.  



 

The analysis conducted by our company show that when texts contain a large number of phrases 

taken from a professional field, similarity coefficient increases significantly. As a result, some 

documents may obtain relatively high percentages, although a detailed analysis of the Similarity 

Report will show that it does not contain unauthorized borrowings. For this reason we introduced 

the second similarity coefficient. Similarity Coefficient 2 defines a more accurate percentage of 

borrowings found in the analyzed documents. Its value is calculated as the Similarity Coefficient 1, 

but it identifies phrases that have a certain number of words, which is set by the university. Our 

recommendation for the universities we work with is to set the limit for Similarity Coefficient 2 up to 

25 words. Also, we recommend a detailed analysis of reports which have Similarity Coefficient 2 

more than 5%.  

 

 

 

 

IX. Contact: 

 

If you have any problems, please contact our Customer Service Department, 

E-mail: pomoc@antyplagiat.pl  

Phone:  (22) 100 11 11 

 

Documents with high values of Similarity Coefficients  

percentages cannot be automatically considered cases of plagiarism. 

mailto:pomoc@antyplagiat.pl

